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In **Figure 3**, "*FDPS* (NM_001135822.1): c.468+1G\>A" should be "*FDPS*: c.486+1G\>A".

The corrected **Figure 3** is shown here:

The originally published **Figure 3** is also shown for reference:

In **Figure 7**, "S-36 (*FDPS*: c.684+1G\>A)" should read "S-36 *FDPS*: c.486+1G\>A".

The corrected **Figure 7** is shown here:

The originally published **Figure 7** is also shown for reference:

In addition, in **Supplementary File 3**, patient number 12 with "*FDPS*: c.684+1G\>A" should read "*FDPS*: c.486+1G\>A".

We checked the description of one splice site mutation in *FDPS* and confirm that the changes don't affect any of our findings or conclusions.

The article has been corrected accordingly.
